Abstract

From some indicators, the article aims to examine whether after a decade the Regional of Secretariats Development (RSD) at St. Catherine decentralized Gross Domestic Product (GDP), GDP per capita, tax incentives Development Program Catarina Company and incorporated the demands of Regionalized Budget. Will also be examined whether the RSD halted the immigration process in West and mountainous region to the coast, as promised, but also the profile of public spending. Disregarding the experiences of previous decentralization, the achievements so far intended for RSD can be questioned. The hypothesis is that we left the RSD did not produce structural changes in the dynamics of regional development. Opting for bibliographic research, which complements the documentary research in that it updates the various arguments on the subject examined, we conclude that the RSD instead of equalizing incited regional inequalities. Finally, considering the introduction and conclusion, the article is structured in five chapters. Them discuss a brief history of federal and state policy and the creation of RSD derivative of decentralization decentralization as proposed in 2003.
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